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Direct-readin g, two knife-cdge, s ingle-pan balances of high quality are shown to bc well 
suited for m ost laboratory wcight calibrations. T he requirements for thc dcsign of good 
calibration series on such balanccs incl udc: 

1. Series a re based on external m ass standards rather the d ial-operated weights. 
2. Balance sensitivity is mcas ured. 
3 . Substitution differences , not single ba lance ind ications, enter into JI1ass determina-

t ions. 
4. Tests for inadvertent flu ctuations in balance indications are included. 
5. Every indication enterin g into t he cali bration is subj ect to some check . 
6. Kno\vn standard weights are cali brated side by s ide with unknown weights. 
7 . Series mu st have su ffi cient red und a ncy to permit a stud y of errors . 
8. Buoyancy corrections, wheD not J~ eglig i .bl e, are applied. . . . .. . 

Three rap id ser ies a re described in wlll~h dnft of t h.e balan?e mdl ca;tlOn ]s l1 ~bl~ t.o 10-
t r od uce some uncer tainty. Three other sen es are descn bed wh]ch reqUJ re more md lvldual 
\\"c ighings, but nearly elimi nate t he etrects of such slow drift s . . . . 

When unknown weights are compa red \Vlth standards of the same denommatlOn S llll

plifieation is achieved usua lly associated with a loss of accu racy. Finally, methods for to ler
ance testing on single-pan balances are given. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Basis for Use of Single-Pan Damped Balances 

In r ece nt years a number of well-known b ala nce 
m anufacturers have designed and marketed damped , 
direct-reading, high-precision laboratory balances. 
The work h ere described was carried out with bal
ances which have a single pan , a beam with only two 
knife-edges, and internal weights that ar e applied to 
th e pan suspension so as to ·~bring the to tal a,pplied 
load to a constant value. This techniqu e of using 
th e same load for all weighings effectively minimizes 

I an important cause of changes in sensitivi ty . Al
though th e quick-weighing features of such balances 
currently available may place a limitation on weigh-

i ing precision somewhat lower than can be obtained 
by more elaborate weighing methods on the best 
equal-arm types of balances, the precision attainable 
under suitable weighing conditions is good enough so 
that weighings m eaningful to a few parts in 107 of the 
balance capacity can be regularly attained. With a 
se t of sui table b alances each used for the calibration 
of about a decad e of weights the largest of which is 
not much smaller than the balance capacity, it is 
possible to obtain about 1 part in 106 or better over a 
wide range of loads to b e weighed . Weights adjusted 
on the customary bulk-buoyancy basis [1, p. 673]1 
r ather than t he true-m ass basis are still subj ect to 
small variations of bouyancy due to changes in am
bient-air densi ty. The errors introduced by neglect
ing such effects are about 1 part in 106• Consequent
ly hi gher precisions ar c attain able only through more 
detailed bouyan cy corrections. Thus t he single-pan 

'Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at t he end of this papcr. 
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balance discus cd h ere can provide a preCISIOn of 
weio-hiog that is en tirely adequate for th e great m a
jority of weight calibrations. The gai n in simplicity 
[wd speed by t heir use should dispel any app rehen
sion that weighL calibraLio n i Loo difficul t and te
dious to b e under taken even in laboratorie8 where 
accuraLe weigbings arc attempted. 

1.2 . Requirements for an Individual Balance for 
Use in Weight Calibration 

The suitabili ty 0 1" a balance in weigh t calibration 
is easil~r judged . Th e sum o[ the ClTors clue to the 
imprecision o[ Lhe b alan ce a nd the inaccuracy 01" the 
s tandard refercnce weigh t musL not exceed the 
acceptable errol". Th e relevant term for describi.o g 
the imprecision of th e balancc is its standard deVia
tion for a single observation divided by an appropn
ate factor to give a limit for the effect of random 
errors of th e m easurements. Lashof and NIacurdy 
[2] have describ ed a searching test suitable for single
pan damped b alances from which a value of t h e 
s tandard deviation of a single observation is obta.ined. 
The oth er and quite independent uncertainty arises 
from the inaccuracy of the reference weight. Tb e 
portion applicabl e to an unknown weigh t is the stan~
ard deviation of the r eferen ce-weigh t valu e multI
plied by the ratio of the mass of th e unknown to that 
of the standard weight. 

1.3. General Requirements for the Weighing Series 

Having established that a balance is suitable 1"01' 
a weight calibra t ion th e foll owing precau tions must 
still b e taken. 



1. The mass values must be determined by com
parison with externally applied standard weights 
(not necessarily of the same nominal value) and 
must not depend on the accuracy of counterpoise or 
other built-in balance weights. 

2. The sensitivity of the balance must be deter
mined (if only as check of direct-reading character
istics of the balance) by addition of sensitivity 
weights of known value on the pan and must not be 
assumed to be constant from day to day or equal 
to the designed value. 

3. The calibration series must be entirely based on 
substitution differences so that it is not necessary to 
adjust the balance indication to read any particular 
value. A weight of zero correction need not produce 
a zero indication. 

4. T ests for the presence of fluctuations in the bal
ance indication by extraneous disturbances must be 
included in the weighing schemes. 

5. There must be some check on each individual 
balance indication. 

6. Each series must include one or more standards, 
having a known mass value, which are experimentally 
evaluated with the unknown weights. 

7. The series must have sufficient redundancy so 
that the desired precision is achieved by least .squares 
or similar averaging of independent observatlOns. 

8. Buoyancy and standard-weight correctioJ?s, 
when not negligible, are applied as for all preCIse 
weight calibrations. 

2. Pienkowsky Type Weighing Series 

FiO'ures 1, 2, and 3/ give the actual figures for 
calib~ations by substitution series essentially evolved 
by A. T. Pienkowsky (unpublished). The ail?- of 
these series is to provide simple but sound calIbra
tions with few observations. 

In all three series the method of differential 
weighing is used, in which the indication given by 
the balance is not used as a measure of the mass of 
the load on the pan, but in which the difference 
between indications is taken as the difference in the 
masses of the loads. In the cases illustrated the 
sensitivity weighings verify that the scale readings 
are in milligrams. .. . 

In figure 1 the wmghlllgs are made m the order 
shown in the load column. The loads and errors of 
weights are indicated by a nomenclature whieh is 
best illustrated by a few examples: . 
(50) is the designation of the weight to be calI

brated having a norninal value of 50 units. 
NH 101 is one of the standard weights whose nominal 

value is 10 units and which is part of the 
series NH; there is more than one 10-unit 
weight in that series and the subscript is a 
distinguishing marle ~l m~ss standa~'ds are 
identified by the set desIgnatlOn precedmg the 
denomination. A broken line before the de-

2 The forms shown in these and later figures arc in regular use for weigh t cali
brations at the Natioual Bureau of Standards. 
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nomination calls for the designation of the 
standard. 

k(50) is a specific group of weights t.he sum of whose 
nominal values is 50 units. On this form 
k(50) = (20) + (20) + (10) 

Or(50) is the "?orrection" o.f the (50) weight .. The 
"correctlOn" of a weight or O"roup of wmghts 
is by magnitude and sign eq~al to the differ
enee: aetual minus nominal mass values. 

The differenee between the appropriate seale 
readings, together with the eorreetion for ~he surn 
(50 )+ k(50 ) earried forward from compansons m 
the next higher deeade are used to eompute the 
eorreetions for (50) and k (50) by the sum and 
differenee method. One-half the sum of equations 
marked (1) and (2) in the margins of. figure 1 ~s the 
eorreetion for (50) and one-half the dIfference IS the 
eorreetion for k(50) denoted K. The differenee 
between the second and third scale readings is added 
to the Or k(50 ) to compute the value of the standard, 
NH 50, as determined by this calibration: The 
aO'reement of this value of the standard wIth the 
a~cepted value previously determined by a more 
precise method is a measure of the accurac~ of the 
calibration. The third and fourth scale readmgs are 
used to verify the sensitivity adjustment of the 
balance. Theil' difference D s should equal the mass 
M s of the small added weight within the reproduci
bility of the balance. 

The last eight scale readings together \~ith the 
Or k(50) are used to compute the correetlOns for 
(20)1, (20)2, (10), k (10), and standard 10. The ' 
scale readings are taken in the order shown and the 
indicated computations l)erformed, the end result 
beinO' the corrections of the weights (the numbers 
by the arrowheads in .the ma~·gin ). The three 
differenees, denoted 2 t , m the rIght-hand eolmnn 
a t the middle of the figure, are three measuremen ts 
of the difference between (20)1 and (20)2 and their 
agreement (within 0.03 mg under these parti~~lar I 

weighing condi tions) is a measure of the preClSIOn 
of the calibration as is the difference between a 
and h (h is a repetition of a). The latter figure is 
a convenient measure of the net balance drift. The 
aO'reement of the value of the standard 10 as deter
~ined by this calibration with its aceepte~ va~ue, 
is a measme of the accuracy of the calIbra tlOn. 
The computations indicated in the shade~ a~'eas are ' 
computational checks and the figmes vVlthl!l eac~ 
box must agree except for errors due to roundmg-off. I 

The double framed boxes on the form are observa
tional checks as indicated above. 

The sensitivity of the balance was not drtermined 
with that series beeause it had been determined with 
the calibration of the (50 g) and k(50 g) , just prior 
to this series. 

A very approximate estima.te of .the standard 
deviation SF of the final values IS obtamed from the ! 

following formula . 
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where SK is the estimated standard deviation of K. is the (a-m) test any measure of the nonuniformity 
The series illustrated in figure 2 is the same as of drift. A low value for the (a-m) difference in 

that in figure 1, except that there is no ~(1) and that balance indication may hide a maximum in the 
in the example given the weights involved are only extent of drift during the observational period. 
one-ten th as large. The weighings are taken in the It is true that some knowledge of the individual 
same order. The checks and the computations are characteristics of a balance might help; some designs 
the same except that those needed to find the cor- for instance appear to produce drift periods of the I 
rection for the summation are not made. C 1, a order of an hour. On such instruments an experi
"constant weight," appears where ~(10) appeared enced observer will try to complete observations 
in figure 1. The value of this "constant weight" is within a quarter of that period. The reader should 
not computed. Its presence in the series intro- here notice that a higher value of (a - m) may then 
duces the desired redundancy. Apart from the actually be indicative of a better set of observations 
requirement of adjustment to n('minal value within than would be characteristic of a lower {a-m) value! 
the on-scale range of the balance, the "constant Another feature of balances (except some high
weight" need only remain constant while the obser- capacity types) is that they are influenced by the 
vations in one series are taken. thermal disturbance caused by an operator sitting 

The nomenclature indicating the loads and errors within s('veral feet of the balance. The light 
of the weigh ts in figure 3 is the same as in figures illuminating the scale may cause a similar disturb-
1 and 2. The weighings are made in the order ance. Drifts for the first half-hour of observations 
ShOW1). The first scale reading and those designated tend therefore to be far greater than later. Because 
a through m together with the correction for the of these effects an observer should not interrupt his I 

~(100) (from another sheet, not shown, on which observations within a series. 
the comparisons in the next higlwr decade, corrected It is of course true that better tests for drifts could 
for air buoyancy, are given) are used to determine be introducf'd, leading to superior methods of trend 
the corrections for the weights (50), (30), (20), elimination. Such tests achieved by additional 
(10), ~(10), NH 50, and NH 20. ~(50) on this observations would, however, detract from the basic 
form signifies (30) + (20). To obtain the corrections aim of the Pienkowsky type of series, to provide 
for the weights the indicated computations are extremely simple but sound mass calibration with I 

performed. Again the checks on computation are very few observations. The use of these series 
in the shaded areas and the figures within each box should be discouraged for all but experienced observ- I 
must agree except for rounding-off errors. The ers working with well tested balances in favorable 
double-framed boxes on the form are observational environments. 
checks. The agreement of the sums b+ g, c+ h, The examples given in figures 1 to 3 will provide 
etc., in the lower half of the fourth column from appropriate weighing series for the majority of ' 
the left, corresponds to the agreement between weight sets. The proper use of these series will 
Z's in figures 1 and 2, and is an indication of the usually suggest itself even when the weight s('t differs 
precision of the calibration, as is the agreement slightly from those used for the illustrations. For 
between a and m (m is a repetition of a). This instance, if in a t('rminating series involving the 
latter figure is used principally as a measure of the smallest weights of a set having the 5321 sequence 
balance drift. The agreement of the values of the an extra 1 weight is provided, it will take the place 
standards, NH 50 and NH 20, determined by this of the weight group ~1 used in figure 3. If, how
calibration with their accepted values provid('s ever, the set does not contain an extra weight 1 an 
valuable overall checks . additional mass standard 1 can be introduced 

The last weighings, m' and m, are used to deter- giving another valuable. clleck. An optional but I 
mine the sensitivity of the balance. Their difference less desirable alternative is to substitute a "constant 
should ('qual the mass of the small added weight weight," as defined above, the correction for which 
within the reproducibility of the balance. is not computed. 

Discussion of Pienkowsky-type series would not A less straightforward example of the use of the 
be complete without refer('nce to the possible ad- series given in the illustrations concerns the 5211 ~1 
verse effects on precision resulting from drift in weight sequences sometimes encolmtered, for which 
balance indication. Over the entire time of com- the 5221 ~1 series (fig. 1) can be applied. A stand
pleting balance readings at anyone load in a series ard 2 weight replaces the second (2) weight to be 1 
(fig. 1 to 3) such balance drift is liable to introduce calibrated and the additional (1) weight in the 5211 
an uncertaint:y in the ultimate mass values. "Trend ~1 set replaces the standard 1 weight in the illus
elimination" therefore becomes an important feature tration. It should be noted that the ~(10) obtained 
in the design of such eries. from the next higher decade must have been made 

Th(' reader can readily convince himself by in- up as follows: (5) + (2) + ___ 2 + (1). If ~(1O) = 
spection of figure 3, for example, that the series is (5) + (2) + (n+ (1)2+ ~(I) is preferred, the alge
so designed that for a steady balance drift propor- braic solutions for all the weights must be cor1'e
tional to time, under a uniform rate of recording spondingly amended. As is discussed below, least 
observations, the effects of balance drift on the mass square solutions must be used. The (5) + (2) + I 

comparison are entirely eliminated. The stated __ _ 2 + (1) summation will probably commend itself, 
conditions of operation, however, are in practice firstly because the form given in the illustration can 
difficult to achieve within the required limits; nor be employed without much change and, secondly, 
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because the (5)+(2) + (n+(1 )2+~(1) summation 
include an inconveniently large number of weights. 
There are circum.stances, however, under which the 
additional handling of the ___ 2 weight in the sum-

I maLion will not be considered justifiable. 
For very l.llusual weight sequences in weight sets 

the authors would be glad to furnish Pienkowsky
type weighing series on request. However, the 
reader might wish to devise such series for himself. 
For this pmpose an outline of the principal con
siderations in devising these series follow : 

To the list of denominations of unlrnown weights 
in one decade are added one or more denominations 
for standard weights to be intercompared with Lhe 
the unlmown weights. A "constant weight ," as 
defined above, may also be introduced. A larger 
denomination for the standard provides a better 
check on the accuracy than a standard we~ght of 
smaller denomin ation, but more important is the 

I provision of the necessary combinations for weighing 
with a minimum number of nominal value for the 

, total loads. Often there is difficulty in finding a 
convenient solution, if the (5) and l:(5) are deter
mined by intercomparison 'with the smaller denom
inations. Inter ompari on of the (5) and l: (5) with 
a check on a standard 5 separate from the inter
comparison of the smaller denominations may then 
be the best choice. 

In the Pienkowsky-type series each independent 
balance indication after the first at each particular 
total load provides one independent observation . 
(The sensitivity check reading is not cOlllted as an 
independent observation.) A condition or mftthe
matical restraint is established by some sum of 
unkown denominations, usually ~(5) or l:(10 ), the 
correction for \vhich is determined by comparison 
with a standard or by a series at the next higher 
decade. The number of statistical degrees of freedom 
of the series then equals the number of independent 
observations plus one (for the restraint imposed by 
the assumed weight or summation weight), dimin
ished by the number of weights evaluated in the 

I series (including the "constant)) weight where used). 
The computation of all the weight corrections must 
follow by least-square solutions. It is preferable to 
design the series so that the coefficients in these 
solu tions do not involve recurring decimals. 

The details of the series must be planned to 
eliminate all types of errors as far as possible. The 
verification of the direct-reading characteristic of the 
balance by a sensitivity weighing has already been 
discussed. Similarly, the need for measmement of 
the precision of the observations will be understood 

I from previous elucidation . All the algebraic solu
tion for anyone weight, anyone sum, or anyone 
difference of weights in the series can be used for 
determining a tatistical range for the evaluation of 
precision. The choice should be determined by the 
desirability of having a large number of independent 
values to compare. This number for some sums will 
be larger than the number of degrees of freedom as 
defined above. The second consideration to guide 

I the choice is the need for as many observations as 
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possible to be involved in the range determination. 
In this way a safeguard is provided against 
misreadings of the balance indication. 

The effect of balance drift has also been discussed 
above. It is here necessary to stress only the need 
for designing weighing series so that, -firstly, a 
measure of the drift is obtained by at least one 
repetition of at least one load at as large an interval 
as possible; and that, secondly, the observations are 
grouped for optimum statistical trend elimination . 
However, it is not always practicable for the various 
checks on precision to fulfil this trend-elimination 
requiremen t. It will then be probable that the 
calibrated values are not worse than is indicated by 
the checks. 

The series should be plann ed to detect a false 
placement of a weight in a COll1binaLion. In thc 
series, therefo re, every weight should be placed on 
and removed from the balance at least twice. In 
the opinion of Lhe auLhors, Lhe designer of the series 
should leFLve to the observer the .i udgment when an 
individual discrepancy should no longer be accepted 
as within the precision range of observation. 

Finally, every comp utational step should be subject 
to at least one check on the form, as a safeguard 
against compuLatiollal blunders. Except for round
ing-off errors, every discrepancy revealed by these 
checks points Lo elTor in the computation or the check: 
itself. 

3 . Hayford-Benoit Type Weighing Series 

The chief weakness of th e Pienkowsky-type series 
lie in the difficulty of recognizing and properlyelimi
nating the effects of slow drift in balance indications; 
wherefore the Pienkowsky-type series cannot quite 
realize the full potentialities of a balance. 

Figures 4, 5, ftnd 6, illustrate series which reduce 
the effect of balance drift by being based on elf
consistent pair of weighings. The figures refer to 
actual weight ets calibrated by meaDS of a I-kg bal
ance. The series used are equivalent to those 
evolved at the National Bureau of Standards for 
transposition weighings on equal-arm balances [1, p. 
661 ff]. The type of weighing series i here named 
Hayford-Benoit after the two investigators to whom 
we ar e indebted for careful analyses of these methods 
[3, 4]. 1t should be noted that there is a fundamen
tal distinction between the two types of weighing 
series: In the Piellkowsky type one additional read
ing of a balance indication may increase the number 
of degrees of freedom by one whereas in the Hayford
Benoit type at least two reFLdings are needed. 

The nomenclature for the loads and the corrections 
for the weights is the same as for figures I , 2, and 3. 
The differential method of weighing is again used. 
Therefore, for a given substitution weighing, the dial
operated weights must no t be changed. Each of the 
series is made up of from six to nine equations. Each 
weighing equation states the observed difference be
tween two weights or groups of weighLs. These ob
served differences are denoted ai, a2, a3, etc. First 
one weight or one group of weights is placed on the 
balance pan. The dials are then set for the nominal 
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value of the load, and the scale reading observed and 
recorded. Similarly the other weight or group of 
weights are compared. In each pair of weighings the 
ign of the difference between the two weights is the 

sign that the heavier of the weights has in theobserva
hon equation. The scale readings and the differences 
between the weights are expressed in milligrams. 

Figures 4,5, and 6 show the observations and com
putations for the 2, 1, 1, ~1;. the 2, 2, 1, ~1; and the 
2, 2, 1, 1, ___ 1 series respectively. The computa-
tions and checks are the same as if the a's had been 
obtained by transposition weighing. The estimate 
of the standard deviation of a single observation, s, 
provided by the particular series of weighings, is a 
meaSUl'e of the precision of the individual weighings. 
T he agreement of the value of the standard weight, 
,d1Cre one is used, obtained by this calibration with 
its accepted value is a further valuable indication of 
the accuracy of the calibration. When a standard 
\\'eight is not included in the series an additional corn
parison is made. In this comparison a standard 
weigb t is evaluated in terms of a weight whose value 
was determined in the series. The agreement of the 
yalue of the standard weight obtained by this C0111-
pf1rison with its accepted value will serve as an indi
cation of the accuracy of tbe calibration. 

The Hayford-Benoit type series, of course, can be 
applied to other groups of weights; the method for 
developing such weighing series is simpler than for 
Pienkowsky-type series where an all-important choice 
of possible comparisons has to be made. For Hay
ford-Benoit series, however, it is best to make all 
possible comparisons at all loads. Moreover , the 
derivation of these series is well described in the 
literature [4]. The ftdaptation to single-pan balances 
presents no difficulty. 

4 . Other Weighing Procedures 

·When a test weight is compared only once with a 
standard weight of tbe same denomination, an 
acceptable but less accurate procedmc is illustrated 
flS follows. 

Load 

NIl 10 g, 
(10 g) 
(10 g) + 13 10 mg 
NIl 10 g, +13 10 mg 

Scale reading 

+ 0.517 = I , 
+ 0.559 = I 2 

+ 1O.565 = I 3 
+ 10.527 = I 4 

In this example the balance was adjusted to read 
about 0.5 mg more than the actual loads so that 
negative numbers would not be introduced into the 
record. For the average difference for (10 g) - NH 
10 gl, the computation is as follows : 

(10 g) - NH 10 gl =H [(12-11) + (13- 14)]= + 0.040 
(in scale divisions). 

The observed differences in scale divisions are 
' -erified to equal corresponding differences 111 mil
ligrams within the precision of the balance. 
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13-12= 10.006 (in scale divisions) = 10 mg 

but f3 10 mg= 10.008 mg (accepted value) 

10.008 
hence (10 g)-NH 10 gl = 0.040X lO.006=+0.040 mg 

(therefore scale divisions represent milligrams within 
the accuracy of measurement). 
But Cr NH 10 gl=-O.Oll mg (accepted value) . 
Thus Cr (10 g) =+0.029 mg. 

At the National Bureau of Standards weigh ts whose 
value is based on this type of weighing are not said 
to have been "calibrated." That term is r eserved 
for measurements bascd on at least two mass 
standards. 

In many instanccs weights for use on less precise 
balances may be tested on a dircct-reading, quick
weighu1g balanCe. Weights are accepted if their 
values fall within some acceptable deviation from 
nominal value. Such tD ts may be performed rapidly 
and without written observations or computations 
by methods tbat are practically free from systematic 
effects. 

For such "tolerance tests" a standard weight of 
the denomination of tbe test weights is placed on the 
balance pan; th e balan ce indication is then adjusted 
to read the actual value of the standard; next a 
sensitivity weight is added to change the scale 
reading by a 1010wn amount. If the change in cale 
reading should not agree with the actual value of the 
sensitivity weight the balance may require adjust
ment. This should happen only very rarely. 

The sensitivity having been proved correct the 
standard is removed and test weights substituted on 
the balance pan. The indicated values may then be 
taken as actual values of test weights for use on bal
ances of lower precision. At the end of the series 
the standard weight must be replaced on the pan and 
the reading indicated by the balance must agree 
within the planned precision of theweighings. Ifmany 
test weights are involved, the standard must be re
placed on the pan after each small group of weights 
(consisting of say three weights each) has been tested. 
If the results show that the balance is remaining con
stant, the size of the group may be increased 
moderately. 

Even with the inclusion of four authors, these 
developments in weighing technique have not been 
adequately characterized as the team effort upon 
which they are based. Every member of the N a
tional Bureau of Standards Mass Laboratory has 
contributed significantly . In addition, we have had 
the benefit of unusually 'wide discussion and criticism 
from interested scientists in other laboratories. 
Above all , we should single out the help we have re
ceived on statistical considerations from C. Eisen
hart and J. M. Cameron of the Statistical Engineer
ing Section of the National Bureau of Standards. 
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